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The Our Exes Are Dead comedy duo first forged into existence when they participated 
in the Outwit, Outplay, Out Laugh Live Survivor Comedy Competition Show in 2020 at the Social 
Capital Theatre (Toronto). Maggie Chafe and Rachelle Mazzilli both met in acting school in 
October of 2015. They both immediately connected over their passion for live performance and 
joy for comedy. Becoming close friends and discovering a special kind of stage chemistry they 
decided 5 years later that it was long overdue for them to create something of their own 
together. With positive reception after their first few Our Exes Are Dead live performances, 
they were crushed when the world went into lockdown taking away the opportunity to be on 
stage. They decided The Toronto Fringe Festival would be the perfect opportunity to revive 
their dream and share their creativity with others again.  

 
Maggie Chafe has extensive improv training under her belt from The Second City 

Training Centre (Toronto), studied at the Canadian College of Performing Arts, and has a 
Diploma in Acting for Film, TV, and Theatre from Toronto Film School. Maggie’s love for the 
performing arts started at a very young age. Whether it was musical theatre, balloon animal 
entertainment, improv, clowning, acting in any shape or form, sharing fully committed 
monologues with singled out family members unprompted, if it involved the performing arts 
she was there. Her first encounter with the Fringe was love at first sight when she starred in her 
first fringe show, performed overseas in the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 2012 and returned 
again to perform two years later. Prior to the lockdown, Maggie’s time and energy was focused 
on developing her craft, creating and training in the second city conservatory program, and 
performing onstage with her beloved best friend Rachelle. After many years of enjoying the 
festival as a captivated audience member, she’s incredibly excited and grateful to be 
performing in the Fringe once again!  

 
Rachelle Mazzilli has a [BA] Dramatic Arts Degree from the University of Windsor, a 

Diploma in Acting for Film, Tv, and Theatre from Toronto Film School, as well as Stand-Up 
Comedy training from the Second City Training Centre. With Film, Stage, TV and Commercial 
acting credits under her belt, she has also spent time doing stand-up in various venues around 
Toronto including Second City, Yuks Yuks, and Comedy Bar. Rachelle produced, wrote, and 
starred in the short film Hard Proof (2018) in association with the Toronto 48 Hour Film Festival, 
where it won Runner Up Best Film. The short film also won awards at the Independent Short 
Film Festival LA in 2019 for Best Original Script (Bronze) and Best Dark Comedy (Silver). Rachelle 
Mazzilli is in love with writing, performing, and comedy which is why she is passionate about 
creating and being a part of original work. She is currently cast in and shooting the feature film 
Epilogue: Or These Days Run Away Like Wild Horses as the role of Janice, which is set to come 
out in 2022. This won’t be the last you see of her!  
 


